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Abstract—Making human poses serve high-level computer
vision tasks such as action recognition, recognizing the quality
of estimated poses is of critical importance. Conventionally, the
mean confidence of each keypoint is used as pose quality in most
human pose estimation frameworks. However, because different
types of keypoint are not identical in visibility and size, they
should not contribute equally, which produces biased quality
scores. In the paper, we propose end-to-end human pose quality
learning, which adds a quality prediction block alongside pose re-
gression. The proposed block learns the object keypoint similarity
(OKS) between the estimated pose and its corresponding ground
truth by sharing the pose features with heatmap regression. The
predicted OKS correlates well with pose quality, making the
selection of reliable poses straightforward. Moreover, utilizing
the learned quality as pose score improves pose estimation
performance during COCO AP evaluation, because it ranks
more accurate ones high among all pose detections. We conduct
extensive experiments based on the three most popular human
pose estimation frameworks, including Hourglass, SimpleBaseline
and HRNet. Adding the proposed quality learning block is able
to consistently bring nearly 1 percent AP improvement on all the
frameworks.

Index Terms—human pose estimation, prediction quality ac-
quisition, end to end learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

Human poses or named as human skeletons convey sig-
nificant information, they facilitate many high-level computer
vision tasks: human action recognition [1], [2], video anomaly
detection [3], [4], person re-identification [5], [6], to name
but a few. Nowadays, Deep Convolutional Neural Networks
(DCNN) have remarkably advanced the performance of hu-
man pose estimation, making utilizing pose detections from
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the necessity of acquiring the quality of pose detections.
The same backbone network of pose estimation [9] is utilized to detect poses
in the figure. The first line shows all pose detection results without selection.
Alongside pose estimation, we add the proposed OKS module (OKS-net) on
the backbone to predict the quality of detected poses. Using the produced
quality score by OKS-net, accurate poses are able to be selected, as given
in the second line. For comparison, the third line shows the results filtered
by using the conventional heatmap post-processing score. Clearly, the scores
predicted by OKS-net can better represent the true quality of the detected
poses. We mark some bad pose detections that are filtered out by OKS-net
score in the first line to better exhibit the advantage of OKS-net.

images [7] rather than 3D sensors [8] possible. However, it
is quite important to make sure the used poses achieve high
accuracy, as inaccurate pose estimations may inevitably affect
the following reasoning in high-level tasks. Fig. 1 gives an ex-
ample of detected poses in images using modern DCNN-based
models. As can be seen, we will get both positive and negative
results, and certainly the accurate poses need to be selected.
Thus, awareness of the quality of each prediction is essential
for developing practical applications of pose estimation.

Although present-day pose estimation frameworks enjoy
phenomenal success on large scale benchmark datasets [10],
[11], most of them are not good at properly judging the quality
of their pose predictions. The typical process of human pose
estimation just regresses heatmaps of keypoints, and the pixel
getting the maximum heat value will be chosen as keypoint.
Conveniently, the maximum value in heatmap is considered
as the confidence of the predicted keypoint, and the quality
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GT-OKS: 0.93

Heatmap post: 0.53

OKS-net pred: 0.89

GT-OKS: 0.91

Heatmap post: 0.49

OKS-net pred: 0.90

GT-OKS: 0.97

Heatmap post: 0.75

OKS-net pred: 0.93

Fig. 2. Examples of misalignment between heatmap post-processing scores
and the actual pose quality. GT-OKS represents the ground truth pose quality,
which is obtained by calculating the object keypoint similarity (OKS) between
the estimated pose and its corresponding ground truth. OKS-net pred gives
the quality score predicted by the proposed OKS-net.

of a pose is computed by taking the mean of its keypoints’
confidence. Quality scores obtained from this widely-used
post-processing technique are adopted as detection scores for
computing precision-recall (PR) curves and average precision
(AP) in evaluation. Nonetheless, these scores may not correctly
reflect the real quality of the corresponding pose predictions.
Fig. 2 presents some cases of misalignment between post-
processing scores and the actual pose quality.

The reason for heatmap post-processing scores being i-
nappropriate to make pose quality can lie in twofold: (1)
First, values in heatmaps represent the likelihood of being
keypoint. They naturally act for classification confidence but
not localization confidence. There is a gap between these two
concepts. Both studies in object detection [12] and instance
segmentation [13] show that localization accuracy is not well
correlated with classification confidence. (2) Second, keypoints
may have different influences on pose quality according to
their types. Obviously, invisible keypoints should not take into
account. Besides, due to the disparity in size between different
keypoints, for example hip and eye, accuracy requirements
diverge. Thus, the average confidence of keypoints is incom-
petent to be pose quality.

In this paper, we introduce end to end pose quality learning,
which adds a network block to the existing human pose
estimation frameworks. The attached block does not aim to
boost the accuracy of heatmap regression, but just attempts
to acquire the quality of the corresponding pose predictions.
The proposed quality learning strategy shares the same pose
feature for heatmap regression, thus it is compatible with
any framework for single-person pose estimation. We will
demonstrate its effectiveness on the three most popular pose
networks: Hourglass [14], SimpleBaseline [15] and HRNet [9].

We name the proposed quality learning network OKS-Net,
which directly predicts the Object Keypoint Similarity (OKS)
between detected keypoints and the ground truth keypoints of
a pose. OKS is used in the keypoint evaluation by COCO [10]
that mimics Intersection-over-Union (IoU) in object detection,
thus it is a natural measure of pose quality. We conduct
experiments thoroughly with the proposed OKS-net, and the
results show that it is able to produce quality score correlating
very well with the ground truth OKS. This learned pose quality

brings major benefits to advance human pose estimation:
1) OKS-net provides quality predictions that have a clear

physical interpretation. According to the definition of
the OKS, they represent the degree of similarity to the
ground truth pose. Thus, we can directly judge the lo-
calization accuracy of detected poses from the predicted
quality score. By contrast, scores given by heatmap
post-processing only serve as the ranking keyword in
evaluation.

2) Noticeable improvement can be observed on the chal-
lenging COCO benchmark, using OKS-net predictions
to make pose score. Experimental results on Hourglass,
SimpleBaseline and HRNet all show nearly 1% AP
improvement, regardless of the size of the input image.
We will make the source code and models of OKS-net
publicly available.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Human Pose Estimation

Human pose estimation is a long-researched task in the com-
munity of computer vision. Methods based on the probabilistic
graphical models [16], [17] and the pictorial structure mod-
els [18], [19] dominate the traditional solutions. Nowadays,
deep models far surpass the performance of traditional ones.
Deeppose [20] marks a watershed method for human pose
estimation. Since then the power of deep learning has been
gradually exploited to better model part appearance [21] and
body structure [22]. Also, the inference process of graphical
models has been integrated into deep models [23] for better
performance. Generally, deep models for human pose estima-
tion can be classified into bottom-up [24] and top-down [25]
two types, according to whether human body bounding boxes
are needed.

Bottom-up methods. All keyoints in an input image are
detected at one time in bottom-up methods, then keypoints
belonging to the same person are clustered to form sep-
arate poses. Deepcut [26] applies CNN-based detectors to
locate keypoints, and Integer Liner Program is utilized for
grouping. Openpose [7] becomes the state-of-the-art method
by introducing part affinity fields, which makes keypoints
grouping much easier. Because of its real-time performance
and good implementation, this method is quite popular in the
community. Associative embedding [27] is a contemporary
model with Openpose that shares similar ideas.

Top-down methods. Human bounding boxes are a pre-
requisite for top-down methods, which can use the ground
truth or results from person detectors [28]. Thus, this kind
of methods mainly deals with the problem of single-person
pose estimation [29]. Various skills and strategies have been
proposed to polish up deep models on getting more accu-
rate poses, and they can roughly fit into three categories
according to the main structure. Hourglass [14] and its follow
ups [30] constitute the largest category. The vanilla Hourglass
attracts much attention due to its elegant structure and good
performance. Based on this structure, a multi-context atten-
tion mechanism [31] is added to boost performance. Feature
pyramids [32] are introduced to replace the basic residual
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block for larger receptive field. Adversarial learning [33] is
also utilized for training more robust models. ResNet [34]
based models fall into another important category. These
models utilize ResNet to extract high-level pose features, then
design different strategies to transform low-resolution features
to high-resolution heatmaps. Bilinear-upsampling and multi-
scale fusion are employed in cascaded pyramid network [35],
afterwards channel-wise and spatial-wise attention [36] are
put to use for enhancing feature maps. SimpleBaseline [15]
proves that simple transpose convolution is enough to regress
heatmaps. In addition, pyramidical gather-excite context is
proposed in [37] to extend ResNet based pose estimation
models for human parsing [38]. HRNet [9] is a recently
proposed deep structure, which differs all the above models
by maintaining high-resolution features throughout the whole
process. This model is efficient in computation. Nevertheless,
it achieves state-of-the-art performance.

Because top-down methods can zoom in on each individual
person, they are less sensitive to the size of input images.
Besides, the latest object detectors are able to provide quite
robust human bounding boxes. Generally, top-down methods
are able to present more accurate pose estimation results than
bottom-up ones. In this paper, we are interested in learning the
quality of pose predictions within the top-down framework.
Given a cropped image containing one person, our proposed
model gives the prediction of human pose and offers a score
indicating its quality at the same time.

B. Detection Quality Acquisition
Getting a better idea of prediction quality has been an

interesting topic in the area of object detection for many
years. Earlier works mainly focused on correcting the score
of detections to get higher AP in evaluation. SoftNMS [39]
refines score using the overlap between detected boxes, rather
than eliminating low score boxes. Fitness NMS [40] classifies
box IoU and corrects score by learning from the ground truth.
Rescoring hard positive samples is proposed in [41] by using
a decoupled classification refinement network.

The above works only focus on the refinement of scores
for ranking detections in evaluation. Nonetheless, whether the
score can reflect the actual quality of detection is neglect-
ed. IoU-Net [12] shows conventional CNN-based detectors
misalign classification confidence with localization accuracy,
and proposes to regress box IoU directly. Mask Scoring
RCNN [13] borrows the same idea to learn mask score for
instance segmentation.

Our method shares the same purpose with these works,
however, it is designed for human pose estimation. We argue
that the conventional strategy used in existing methods is not
able to get the optimal pose score. The proposed end to end
learning framework provides pose quality based on physical
interpretation and improves the performance of human pose
estimation.

III. METHOD

A. Motivation
To do human pose estimation, regressing heatmap rather

than the position of keypoint is widely adopted in the com-

(a) Scores from vanilla HRNet (b) OKS-net predicted scores

Fig. 3. The distribution of pose scores over the OKS. (a) Scores obtained by
heatmap post-processing lack the ability to represent the actual pose quality
as they are biased. Many pose detections with the high OKS get low scores.
(b) We propose OKS-net to predict the OKS for each pose estimation, which
produces scores much closer to the ground truth OKS.

munity. Because heat value depicts the likelihood of being
keypoint, it is natural to choose the location with the highest
value. Nevertheless, the likelihood is also used as keypoint
confidence, and the score of pose hypothesis is determined
by the average of all keypoints’ confidence. This heatmap
post-processing score is utilized by most of the existing pose
estimation frameworks, however, it is problematic to represent
pose quality. In COCO keypoint evaluation, the OKS is defined
as a similarity measure which plays the same role as the IoU
in object detection. Its formulation is given as:

OKS =

∑
i exp(−d2i /2s2k2i )δ(vi > 0)∑

i δ(vi > 0)
(1)

Here, exp(−d2i /2s2k2i ) is keypoint similarity, di is the Eu-
clidean distance between each detected keypoint and its
matched ground truth, s is the object scale, ki is a keypoint-
specific constant that controls falloff, vi is the visibility flag
of the ground truth.

For each pose hypothesis, the OKS yields a similarity
ranging between 0 and 1, this makes the optimal score and
naturally reflects the actual quality. Fig. 3(a) shows the distri-
bution of vanilla scores from HRNet [9] over the OKS. The
experiment is conducted on the COCO 2017 validation set,
and the ground truth bounding box is utilized. As can be seen,
heatmap post-processing scores are heavily biased towards the
higher OKS. This manifests that heatmap post-processing is
not able to produce the optimal score. To better illustrate this
problem, we compare the histogram of the scores from HRNet
with the OKS in Fig. 4. There is also large disparity of value
distribution between them. It is clear pose scores obtained by
heatmap post-preprocessing may not align with the OKS. At
least, they cannot truly reflect the actual quality of estimated
poses, which is important in practical applications of human
pose estimation.

Inaccurate scores also harm the performance in AP eval-
uation. In the task of object detection or segmentation, the
classification confidence is usually utilized as the score [41].
IoU-Net [12] and Mask Scoring RCNN [13] prove that the
correlation of the classification confidence with the ground
truth score is very weak (as shown in Fig. 5(a)), and this
affects AP in evaluation. Nevertheless, we see from Fig. 3(a)
that the heatmap post-processing scores are not so poorly
correlated to the ground-truth scores. Though the scores are
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(a) Heatmap post-processing (b) OKS-net predictions

(c) Ground truth OKS

Fig. 4. Comparison of the histograms of heatmap post-processing scores,
OKS-net predicted scores and the ground truth OKS. (a) The value distribution
of heatmap post-processing scores is quite different from the ground truth. (b)
OKS-net produces scores with much closer distribution.
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(b) Histogram of IoU

Fig. 5. The scoring problem in object detection or segmentation. (a) The
correlation between the IoU and the score (classification confidence). (b) The
histogram of the IoU of bounding boxes with the matched ground-truth. The
experiment is conducted on Mask-RCNN [42], which is used in IoU-Net [12]
and Mask Scoring RCNN [13].

biased, they may not do harm to AP evaluation. Using the error
diagnosis tool of multi-instance pose estimation by Ronchi et
al. [43], we carry out detailed study into the errors caused by
the heatmap post-processing scores. We find that the scoring
errors are mainly sensitive to the occlusion of keypoints. Fig. 6
presents the PR (Precision Recall) curves obtained by the
heatmap post-processing scores and the ground-truth scores
on four occlusion benchmarks respectively. While there is
little scoring error on the benchmark of no occlusion, it is
especially huge on the poses containing only less than five
visible keypoints. Thus in pose estimation the heatmap post-
processing scores introduce errors in AP evaluation, but the
main reason is because it does not take care of the occlusion of
poses, which is quite different from the task of object detection
or segmentation. This means that we should carefully deal with
occlusion to assign correct scores to estimated poses.

We propose OKS-net to produce scores for human pose
estimation, which learns from the OKS to actually reflect pose
quality. A channel attention mechanism is specially utilized
in OKS-net to adaptively perceive the occlusion of different
poses, hence occluded poses can also get right scores. The
proposed OKS-net is a module analogous to the heatmap

regressor, and can work with any pose estimation framework
that estimates heatmap. Without loss of generality, Fig. 3(b)
and Fig. 4(b) show the distribution and histogram of the scores
given by OKS-net based on the HRNet framework, which
exhibit similar characteristics comparing with the ground truth
OKS.

B. Frameworks of Human Pose Estimation

Since the proposed pose quality learning works with the
existing human pose estimation frameworks, we first give
a brief introduction to them. Given an input image I of
size W × H × 3, the goal is to estimate K heatmaps of
size W ′ × H ′, where heatmap Hk represents the likelihood
of the kth keypoint. The location of keypoint, (xk, yk), is
obtained by heatmap post-processing. We follow this standard
methodology for pose estimation and aim to give the quality
of pose predictions.

To produce the heatmap of keypoint, three stages are mainly
conducted in a convolutional network, which we dub image
pre-processing, feature extraction, and heatmap regression.
Fig. 7 illustrates this widely-adopted pipeline [14], [15], [9].
Image pre-processing typically decreases the input resolution
to a quarter by two strided convolutions. Feature extraction
usually processes the input low-level feature through a high-to-
low and low-to-high procedure and outputs features containing
both high-level and low-level information about keypoints. In
Fig. 7, this feature is termed pose feature. Finally, heatmap
regression produces heatmaps by several simple convolutions.
Obviously, feature extraction is the core of the framework.
Here, we introduce three most popular network designs of
pose feature extraction. The proposed pose quality learning
can work well with all the three networks.

Hourglass: Each hourglass [14] is a symmetric structure
that performs bottom-up and top-down processing. High-level
features in the up layers are combined with low-level features
in the bottom layers through skip connections. The hourglass
module is repeated several times to form a stacked network.

SimpleBaseline: High-level features are extracted by
ResNet in SimpleBaseline [15], and transposed convolutions
are utilized to up-sample the high-level feature maps to
the resolution of heatmaps. This model demonstrates better
performance than cascaded pyramid network [35], which also
uses ResNet as the backbone.

HRNet: This model differs from both the above ones that
it does not have a separate low-to-high process. In HRNet [9],
several high-to-low resolution sub-networks are connected in
parallel. Features produced by the sub-networks are repeatedly
fused to generate reliable high-resolution representations.

We will not make any change to these networks but focus
on learning pose quality within the frameworks.

C. Learning to Acquire Pose Quality

The pose quality learning block, namely OKS-net, is anal-
ogous to the regressor for estimating heatmap, as shown in
Fig. 8. As the OKS naturally reflects pose quality, OKS-net
attempts to regress the OKS between detected pose and its
corresponding ground truth. The pose feature is utilized as
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(a) 0-5 visible keypoints
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Fig. 6. The improvement can be obtained by replacing the heatmap post-processing scores with the ground truth scores on the four occlusion benchmarks.
The experiments are conducted based on HRNet-W32 [9] using the 256× 192 input and ground truth bounding boxes.
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Fig. 7. The widely-adopted pipeline of human pose estimation using deep
convolutional neural networks.

the input of OKS-net. An important part of designing OKS-
net is to adaptively deal with the occlusion of poses, because
occlusion largely affects the scoring error in AP evaluation as
analyzed in Section III-A. In order to create the perception of
occlusion, we apply the channel attention mechanism [44] to
the pose feature. The pose feature is the latest feature before
regressing heatmaps, and the main difference with heatmap
is the number of channels. Thus the channel information of
the pose feature corresponds to the type of keypoints. Several
channels of the pose feature are shown in Fig. 9. We can see
that each channel has the response at different locations, and
some channels may have very weak response at all locations.
It is reasonable to consider the channels with low response
correspond to occluded keypoints. We therefore utilize the
channel attention mechanism to make OKS-net regress the
score mainly from visible keypoints. In this way, the impact
of occluded keypoints can be significantly diminished. A max-
pooling layer and a fully connected layer are utilized on the
pose feature to get the re-weighting coefficient of each chan-
nel, and the pose feature is re-weighted by multiplying with the
coefficients. Then, the channel attention re-weighted features
are fed into 3 convolutional layers and 3 fully connected layers
to predict the OKS. We set the kernel size and channel number
to 3 and 32 respectively for all the convolutional layers. For
the fully connected (FC) layers, the output of the first two is
set to 1024. The final FC layer outputs the predicted OKS,
which is a score ranging between 0 and 1.

OKS-net can be integrated into any single-person pose
estimation network that regresses heatmap, and the whole
network is capable of end-to-end training and inference. The
training procedure is similar to that just estimates heatmap,
we only need to add one loss for predicting the OKS. The
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Fig. 8. The architecture of OKS-net. A channel attention mechanism is
applied to the pose feature, then 3 convolutional layers with stride 2 are used
for down-sampling. Finally, three fully connected layers are applied to produce
the pose quality score. For the channel attention mechanism, the 1× 1× C
feature is obtained through a max-pooling layer and a fully connected layer,
then it is multiplied with the pose feature for re-weighting.

Fig. 9. Channel information of the pose feature. Six of thirty-two channels
are taken as examples to illustrate that channels of the pose feature correspond
to the type of keypoints, and the channel attention mechanism is able to make
OKS-net pay more attention to visible keypoints.

ground truth OKS is computed by Eq. 1, given the annotation
of the corresponding pose. The predicted keypoint locations
are obtained from heatmap using the standard post-processing
technique. The total loss is given as follows:

L = λheatmapLheatmap + λOKSLOKS (2)

where Lheatmap is heatmap loss, LOKS is the loss for predict-
ing the OKS, which we use l1 loss. The loss weight λheatmap

is set to 2000, and λOKS is set to 0 or 1. We use λOKS to
control the training process, and a detailed discussion is given
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in Section V-A.
We make LOKS to be loss sensitive by giving more weights

on hard examples. This is because the distribution of training
samples to learn the OKS is long-tailed, as shown in Fig. 4(c).
IoU-Net [12] and Mask Scoring RCNN [13] also learn the
evaluation indicator (IoU) to get the score of detections, how-
ever, the training data is not so imbalanced in their problems
(as shown in Fig. 5(b)). Therefore, we have to take special
measures to tackle the long-tailed training data in learning the
OKS. We enlarge the loss of the samples that get the largest
25 percent of the losses in each training batch as follows:

LOKS = e2LOKS − 1 (3)

Hence the hard samples can be fully explored during training,
which may alleviate the imbalance in training data.

The inference procedure also conforms to the conventional
pose estimation framework. For each input image, the network
will produce K heatmaps of the pose and the corresponding
prediction of the OKS. We use the heatmaps to choose the
locations of K keypoints, and the predicted OKS is considered
as the score depicting pose quality.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

The experiments are conducted thoroughly based on Hour-
glass [14], SimpleBaseline [15] and HRNet [9], various back-
bones under each framework and different image input sizes
are utilized to present comprehensive experimental results.
These experiments testify to the effectiveness of the proposed
OKS-net.

A. Implementation Details

Dataset. We use the COCO dataset [10] for all the experi-
ments. Following COCO 2017 settings, the train set includes
57K images and 150K person instances, the validation set
and test-dev set contain 5K and 20K images respectively.

Evaluation metric. To judge how well the predicted OKS
reflects pose quality, we use the correlation coefficient between
the predicted OKS and their corresponding ground truth. The
COCO keypoint evaluation metrics are utilized to demonstrate
the proposed OKS-net can also improve the performance of
human pose estimation. We report AP averaged over 10 OKS
thresholds, AP50 and AP75 that the OKS threshold is 0.5 or
0.75, APM and APL for medium and large objects, and mean
AR.

Training. The whole network is trained from scratch. Be-
cause OKS-net aims to predict the score of estimated poses,
when the result of pose estimation (heatmap) is not stable,
it will be meaningless to train OKS-net. We first set the loss
weight of LOKS as 0 in the beginning 200 epochs, thus a good
backbone for pose estimation is able to be obtained. Then the
loss weight of LOKS is set as 1 in the following 50 epochs
to train OKS-net. The whole training process goes for 250
epochs, the learning rate is decreased by a factor of 0.1 after
170 and 220 epochs respectively. For Hourglass, RMSprop
with the base learning rate 2.5e− 4 is used as the optimizer.
The Adam optimizer is applied in SimpleBaseline and HRNet

TABLE I
THE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT BETWEEN PREDICTED SCORES AND THE
GROUND TRUTH OKS. THE PREDICTION OF OKS-NET PERFORMS BETTER

THAN THE SCORE OF HEATMAP POST-PROCESSING, NO MATTER WHAT
BACKBONE NETWORK OR INPUT SIZE IS USED.

HRNet-W32 HRNet-W48

256× 192 384× 288 256× 192 384× 288

Heatmap Post. 0.61 0.62 0.61 0.62

OKS-net 0.69 0.67 0.67 0.66

with the base learning rate 1e−3. The rest configurations just
follow the standard settings [9].

Testing. We use the common heatmap post-processing prac-
tice [9] to get keypoint locations. As flipping is utilized in
test, we compute pose score by averaging the predicted OKS
of original and flipped input.

B. Quantitative Results

How good is the predicted OKS. The comparison of
correlation coefficients is given in Table. I. To do the com-
parison, we conduct experiments on COCO val2017 set using
the ground truth bounding boxes. For the limit of space,
here only the results based on HRNet are presented. Whether
the backbone network is HRNet-W32 or HRNet-W48, OKS-
net produces consistently reliable predictions that correlate
very well with the ground truth. The correlation coefficient is
around 0.67, regardless of the input size. The score obtained
from heatmap post-processing does not make a poor correla-
tion coefficient, however, it still underperforms the prediction
of OKS-net by a clear margin. An illustration of the correlation
between the predicted OKS and ground truth is given in
Fig. 3(b). We can see that the predictions by OKS-net are
very close to the ground truth, especially for the ones with the
OKS larger than 0.85.

The improvement on COCO evaluation. Better pose score
will bring noticeable improvement during COCO AP evalua-
tion for the same provided detections. This section presents
the improvement on AP, and demonstrate the superiority of
the predicted OKS. Results on different frameworks including
various backbones will be reported. And both of the widely-
adopted input size 256 × 192 and 384 × 288 will be used in
the experiment.

Results on the validation set. To avoid the influence of
human detection on AP evaluation, we use the ground truth
bounding boxes on COCO val2017 set. Table. II reports the
results based on Hourglass [14]. Experiments are conducted on
all the three backbones including 2, 4 and 8-stage Hourglass.
The input size 384 × 288 is not used simply because it is
not compatible with the original network setting. Compared
to the conventional pose score, OKS-net improves AP by 0.9
points on 2-stage Hourgalss, 0.7 points on 4-stage Hourglass,
and 0.6 points on 8-stage Hourglass. The results based on
SimpleBaseline [15] are given in Table. III. Using the input
size 256 × 192, OKS-net makes impressive gain by about
1.0 points consistently on backbones ResNet-50/101/152.
The improvement under the input size 384 × 288 differs
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TABLE II
COMPARISON OF AP EVALUATION RESULTS BASED ON HOURGLASS. THE

INPUT SIZE IS 256× 192.

Backbone OKS-net AP AP50 AP75 APM APL AR

HG 2-stage
73.7 91.6 81.4 71.1 77.9 76.6

√
74.6 92.6 81.9 71.9 78.6 76.8

HG 4-stage
75.8 92.6 82.7 73.3 79.9 78.6

√
76.5 92.7 84.0 74.0 80.8 78.7

HG 8-stage
76.9 93.6 83.8 74.1 81.4 79.6

√
77.5 93.7 84.1 74.6 82.3 79.6

TABLE III
COMPARISON OF AP EVALUATION RESULTS BASED ON SIMPLEBASELINE.

Backbone Input size OKS-net AP AP50 AP75 APM APL

ResN-50

256× 192
72.4 91.5 80.4 69.7 76.5

√
73.5 92.6 80.9 70.4 77.9

384× 288
74.1 92.6 80.5 70.5 79.6

√
75.1 92.7 81.9 71.3 80.8

ResN-101

256× 192
73.4 92.6 81.4 70.7 77.7

√
74.3 92.6 81.9 71.4 79.0

384× 288
75.5 92.5 82.6 72.4 80.8

√
76.2 92.6 83.0 73.0 81.6

ResN-152

256× 192
74.3 92.6 82.5 71.6 78.7

√
75.0 92.6 82.9 71.8 79.8

384× 288
76.6 92.6 83.6 73.7 81.3

√
77.1 92.6 83.9 73.8 82.1

according to the backbone, however, OKS-net still achieves
tangible improvements: 1.0 and 0.7 points respectively for the
backbone ResNet-50/101. HRNet [9] is the state-of-the-art
framework. But OKS-net is still able to boost the performance
as shown in Table IV. For the backbone HRNet-W32, OKS-
net brings more than 0.8 points gain regardless of the input
size. AP increases less on the backbone HRNet-W48 by 0.6
points. It is interesting to see that OKS-net can produce even
larger improvements than using a stronger backbone. Taking
the input size 256×192, OKS-net achieves 77.5 AP based on
the backbone HRNet-W32, outperforming 77.1 AP obtained
by upgrading the backbone to HRNet-W48. Considering the
computation cost of OKS-net is negligible in the whole
network, this is a cost-effective way to improve performance
on AP evaluation.

Results on the test-dev set. The detected human bounding
boxes provided by SimpleBaseline [15] for test-dev set are
utilized. We report improvements on AP evaluation achieved
by using the OKS-net prediction as pose score in Table V.
Compared to the results on the validation set, the gain may be
relatively smaller because the score of bounding boxes also
has an influence on AP evaluation. Nevertheless, OKS-net
still produces stable improvements, no matter which backbone
network or input size is used.

TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF AP EVALUATION RESULTS BASED ON HRNET.

Backbone Input size OKS-net AP AP50 AP75 APM APL

HR-W32

256× 192
76.5 93.5 83.7 73.9 80.8

√
77.5 93.7 85.0 74.7 82.0

384× 288
77.7 93.6 84.7 74.8 82.5

√
78.5 93.6 85.1 75.3 83.8

HR-W48

256× 192
77.1 93.6 84.7 74.1 81.9

√
77.7 93.7 85.0 74.8 82.9

384× 288
78.1 93.6 84.9 75.3 83.1

√
78.7 93.6 84.9 75.3 84.1

TABLE VI
COMPARISON OF AP EVALUATION RESULTS USING OKS-NET PREDICTING

SCORES WITH OTHER SIMPLE RE-SCORING METHODS.

Backbone Re-scoring AP AP50 AP75 APM APL

Hourglass-4

NMS 73.5 89.5 80.9 70.2 80.0

SoftNMS 73.5 89.0 80.7 70.2 79.9

OKS-net 74.1 89.9 81.6 70.6 80.6

ResNet-101

NMS 71.4 89.3 79.3 68.1 77.1

SoftNMS 71.5 88.9 79.2 68.1 78.1

OKS-net 71.9 89.5 79.6 68.4 79.0

HRNet-W32

NMS 74.4 90.5 81.9 70.8 81.0

SoftNMS 74.3 90.0 81.6 70.7 80.9

OKS-net 75.1 90.7 82.2 71.4 82.0

C. Comparison with Other Simple Re-scoring Methods

Re-scoring detections to get higher AP in evaluation is
widely used in tasks such as object detection and segmentation.
Here we apply these simple re-scoring methods to pose
estimation, and do the comparison with the proposed OKS-
net. Specifically, for every two detected poses, we calculate
their OKS to make the overlap. The conventional NMS (Non-
maximum Suppression) is employed to re-score the detections,
and this serves as the baseline method. Then we use soft-
NMS [39] to replace the conventional NMS for re-scoring
the detections. The proposed OKS-net is compared with these
two simple re-scoring methods to demonstrate its superiority.
For the comparison, we utilize the detected human bounding
boxes provided in SimpleBaseline [15] on COCO val2017
set. Table VI gives the comparison results using the input
size 256× 192. Whether the backbone network is Hourglass,
ResNet or HRNet, using the OKS-net predicting scores con-
sistently produces higher APs. SoftNMS just performs on par
with the baseline NMS method, which shows simple re-scoring
methods are not as capable as OKS-net to refine the scores of
estimated poses.

D. How the Predicted Scores Improve AP?

Ronchi et al. [43] provide a tool for error diagnosis in multi-
instance pose estimation, which can analyze localization errors
and scoring errors made by an algorithm. We use this tool
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TABLE V
COMPARISON OF AP EVALUATION RESULTS ON THE COCO TEST-DEV SET.

Method Backbone Input size OKS-net AP AP50 AP75 APM APL AR ARM ARL

Hourglass [14] 4-stage Hourglass 256× 192
72.8 91.4 80.8 69.7 78.5 78.2 74.2 83.6

√
73.2 91.9 81.3 70.0 79.1 78.4 74.4 83.9

SimpleBaseline [15] ResNet-50

256× 192
70.0 90.9 77.9 66.8 75.8 75.6 71.5 81.3

√
70.2 90.9 78.5 67.0 76.5 75.7 71.5 81.4

384× 288
71.5 91.1 78.7 67.8 78.0 76.9 72.3 83.2

√
71.8 91.1 79.1 67.9 78.8 77.1 72.4 83.6

HRNet [9] HRNet-W32

256× 192
73.5 92.2 81.9 70.2 79.2 79.0 75.0 84.5

√
73.9 92.4 82.3 70.7 79.7 79.3 75.4 84.7

384× 288
74.9 92.5 82.6 71.3 80.9 80.1 75.9 85.8

√
75.2 92.7 83.0 71.7 81.2 80.4 76.3 86.0

to see which errors are alleviated by the proposed OKS-net,
and how the predicted score improves the performance in AP
evaluation. The COCO 2017 validation set and ground truth
bounding boxes are utilized for analysis. Fig. 10(a) shows the
localization errors contained in the detections of HRNet-W32
under the input size 256×192. Using both the predicted scores
by OKS-net and the original heatmap post-processing scores
give the same localization errors. It is reasonable since the
proposed OKS-net just corrects the score and does not aim to
refine the heatmap of keypoints. Based on the same detection
of keypoints, we exhibit the AP improvement obtained when
using the scores predicted by OKS-net at five OKS thresholds
in Fig. 10(b). The improvement can be seen at all OKS
thresholds, and the advantage of the OKS-net predicting scores
is larger at the higher OKS thresholds. Fig. 11 gives the scoring
errors analysis provided by [43]. We compare the histogram
of OKS-net predicting scores with both the ones of heatmap
post-processing scores and the optimal scores. The red bars
in each figure highlight how many detections have high OKS
and low score or vice versa. Clearly, the OKS-net predicting
scores manifest similar qualities with the optimal scores. From
the histogram of the heatmap post-processing scores, we can
see numerous detections with high OKS get low score. These
mistakes are largely rectified in the OKS-net predicting scores,
which brings the improvement in AP evaluation. There are
more detections with high score and low OKS in the histogram
of the OKS-net predicting scores than the optimal scores, this
is caused by some typical mistakes made by OKS-net, which
we will discuss in Section V-D.

Heatmap post-processing scores lack the ability to deal with
the occlusion of poses as shown in Fig 6, Fig. 12 presents how
the OKS-net predicting scores improve the PR curves on the
four occlusion benchmarks. The OKS-net predicting scores
reduce a lot of the scoring errors on the two mostly occluded
benchmarks, and certainly the refinement is not obvious on the
other two benchmarks with little occlusion, as the heatmap
post-processing scores can do well in AP evaluation when
keypoints are mostly visible. Thus combining the scoring
errors analysis provided in Fig. 11, we can conclude that
OKS-net is able to produce right scores for good detections of

Good : 82.5
Jit. : 10.4
Inv. : 2.3
Miss : 3.7
Swap : 1.1

(a) Localization errors analysis

@OKS .5 @OKS .65 @OKS .75 @OKS .85 @OKS .95
0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

Average at all OKS values

(b) Overall AP improvement

Fig. 10. Error analysis by [43]. (a) Distribution of localization errors
containing jitter, inversion, miss, and swap. (b) Comparing to the heatmap
post-processing scores, the AP improvement can be obtained when using the
OKS-net predicting scores at five OKS evaluation thresholds.

occluded poses, which are assigned with low confidence by the
heatmap post-processing scores, and the correction increases
the AP in evaluation.

E. Ablation Study

Different strategies of utilizing pose feature. In Sec-
tion III-C, we apply the channel attention mechanism to the
pose feature, which makes OKS-net deal with the occlusion
of keypoints more effectively. Here, several other strategies of
utilizing the pose feature are tested for comparison. Fig. 13 il-
lustrates the employed strategies, and the details are explained
as follows:

1) Pose feature only: OKS-net directly takes the pose
feature to predict the OKS.

2) Channel attention: Pose feature is put into a channel
attention layer, then the generated weight is multiplied
with the pose feature. OKS-net takes the weighted
feature as input.

3) Spatial attention: Pose feature is put into a spatial
attention layer, then the generated weight is multiplied
with the pose feature. The weighted feature is used as
the input of OKS-net.
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(a) The ground truth OKS
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(b) OKS-net predicting scores
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Fig. 11. Scoring errors analysis by [43]. Each sub-figure separately plots the detections achieving the maximum OKS with a given ground-truth instance
(continuous line) and the other detections achieving OKS at least .1 (dashed line). The red bars highlight how many detections have high OKS and low score
or vice versa; a smaller count indicates an overall better score.
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(a) 0-5 visible keypoints
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(c) 11-15 visible keypoints
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Fig. 12. Comparison of PR curves at .75 OKS on four occlusion benchmarks. The COCO val2017 set is divided into four benchmarks according to the
number of visible keypoints, which are 0-5, 6-10, 11-15 and 16-17, according to [43]. The white color depicts the AP obtained by heatmap post-processing
scores, and the green color gives the improvement made by the OKS-net predicting scores.

TABLE VII
COMPARISON OF AP EVALUATION RESULTS USING DIFFERENT

STRATEGIES OF UTILIZING THE POSE FEATURE.

Backbone Strategies AP AP50 AP75

HRNet-W32

(1) Pose Feature Only 77.2 93.7 84.1

(2) Channel Attention 77.5 93.7 85.0

(3) Spatial Attention 77.2 93.7 84.0

Table VII shows the results of the three design choices. As
can be seen, the employed channel attention mechanism pro-
duces the best performance. The spatial attention mechanism
just produces the same result as only using the pose feature.
This clearly demonstrates that taking care of the occlusion
is useful, and the channel attention mechanism is capable of
perceiving the occlusion.

Loss-sensitive hard sample mining. To tackle the long-
tailed training data in learning pose score, LOKS is set to be
loss-sensitive by giving more weights to hard samples. We
compare the results of training OKS-net using hard sample
mining or not in Table VIII. Though the measure taken to

TABLE VIII
COMPARISON OF AP EVALUATION RESULTS USING THE MODEL TRAINED

WITH HARD SAMPLE MINING OR NOT.

Backbone Hard Sample Mining AP AP50 AP75

HRNet-W32
77.3 93.7 84.9

√
77.5 93.7 85.0

mine hard examples is simple, it offers valuable aid in the
training process. And better performance is able to be seen in
testing by using the model trained with hard sample mining.

The value of the loss weight λheatmap. In Eq. 2 we set
the loss weight λheatmap = 2000, because the value of the
loss Lheatmap is less than a thousand of the loss LOKS , and
a balance should be achieved between regressing heatmap and
predicting the OKS. Getting accurate predictions of heatmap is
the base of human pose estimation, predicting the OKS must
be achieved without affecting the regression of heatmap. If
the loss of heatmap Lheatmap is much smaller than LOKS ,
the training process will mainly focus on optimizing the sub-
network of learning the OKS, and good estimation of heatmap
cannot be guaranteed. We have tested setting different values
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Fig. 13. Different design choices of OKS-net, which explores three strategies
of utilizing pose feature.

TABLE IX
COMPARISON OF AP EVALUATION RESULTS USING DIFFERENT VALUES OF

THE LOSS WEIGHT λ.

Backbone λheatmap AP AP50 AP75 APM APL

HRNet-W32

1 75.3 93.6 82.9 72.5 80.2

20 76.0 93.6 83.1 73.3 80.7

200 76.9 93.6 84.0 73.8 81.7

2000 77.5 93.7 85.0 74.7 82.0

20000 77.4 93.7 85.0 74.7 82.1

for λheatmap from 1 to 20000, poor performance is delivered
by setting λheatmap less than 200, and λheatmap = 20000
gets similar results with λheatmap = 2000. Table IX gives
the detailed results for comparison. The experimental results
demonstrate the importance of striking a balance between
Lheatmap and LOKS , and the model can be robust to different
values of λheatmap by guarantying Lheatmap a little larger than
LOKS .

Different structures of OKS-net. The proposed OKS-net
utilizes three convolutional layers and two fully connected
layers to predict the score, where the convolutional layers are
used to down-sample the feature size. Here, we test whether a
simpler structure with only one max-pooling layer for down-
sampling can perform as well, or a more complex structure
replacing the convolutional layers with residual blocks [34]
may produce better results. These two compared structures are
illustrated in Fig. 14. Table X gives the comparison results.
The simpler structure just performs a little worse than the
proposed OKS-net, which manifests the input pose feature
contains enough high-level semantic information for predicting
score. But using max-pooling drops some useful information,
thus the performance is affected. Making the structure more
complex does not bring better results, since there is no need to

M
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1024
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(a) Simpler OKS-net

R
esidual block

R
esidual block

R
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1024
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(b) More complex OKS-net

Fig. 14. Two different structures from the proposed OKS-net (as shown in
Fig. 8). We do the comparison to analyze the effect of different structures.

TABLE X
COMPARISON OF AP EVALUATION RESULTS USING DIFFERENT

STRUCTURES OF OKS-NET.

Backbone Structures of OKS-net AP AP50 AP75

HRNet-W32

Simpler (Max-pooling) 77.3 93.7 84.0

The proposed OKS-net 77.5 93.7 85.0

More Complex (Res. blocks) 77.3 93.7 84.1

conduct deeper convolution on the pose feature. In addition, a
more complex structure can be harder for optimization, which
makes its performance worse than the proposed OKS-net.

V. DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss some properties of the proposed
OKS-net. Experiments are done based on the network HRNet-
W32 using the input size 256×192, unless otherwise specified.
And all results are acquired on COCO val2017 set using the
ground truth bounding boxes.

A. The Training Strategy

There are several different strategies to train OKS-net, here
we discuss the proper way to conduct the training. The whole
network for heatmap regression and score prediction can be
trained end to end, the following three strategies are studied
for comparison. (1) The whole network is trained from scratch,
both heatmap regression and score prediction take part in
the training from the beginning. (2) Score prediction is not
trained before getting a good backbone of heatmap regression
(setting the loss weight of LOKS as λOKS = 0), then it
participates in the training process until the end. (3) The
whole network is fine-tuned from a well pre-trained state-of-
the-art human pose estimation model. The detailed settings of
training using the first and second strategy are similar, which
are given in Section IV-A. The third strategy is conducted by
training for 50 epochs, and the base learning rate is set as
1e− 4, which is decreased by a factor of 0.1 after 20 epochs.
Table XI presents the results obtained by utilizing the above
three strategies. Clearly, the first strategy does not produce
as good performance as the other two. This demonstrates the
importance of getting a good backbone of heatmap regression
before training OKS-net, because OKS-net needs stable pose
estimation results to predict the score. Training the network
from scratch utilizing the second strategy is able to deliver the
same result as finetune, hence we employ this strategy in the
paper.
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TABLE XI
COMPARISON OF AP EVALUATION RESULTS USING DIFFERENT TRAINING

STRATEGIES. BOTH STRATEGY (1) AND (2) TRAIN THE MODEL FROM
SCRATCH, WE USE λOKS TO REPRESENT THE LOSS WEIGHT OF LOKS .

Backbone Training Strategies AP AP50 AP75

HRNet-W32

(1) λOKS = 1 (Epoch 0) 76.7 93.6 84.0

(2) λOKS = 1 (Epoch 200) 77.5 93.7 85.0

(3) Fine-tune 77.5 93.7 85.0

TABLE XII
APS OBTAINED WITHOUT USING THE OKS-NET PREDICTING SCORES ON
SIX OKS THRESHOLDS ON BOTH THE LARGE INPUT SIZE 384× 288 AND

THE SMALL INPUT SIZE 256× 192.

Input size AP50 AP60 AP70 AP75 AP85 AP95

256× 192 93.5 91.4 88.0 83.7 69.8 22.0

384× 288 93.6 91.5 88.1 84.8 71.0 28.1

B. The Discrepancy of Improvement on Different Input Sizes

From Table III and IV, we can see that the improvement
made by using the OKS-net predicting scores on the large
input size 384× 288 may be a little smaller than on the small
input size 256 × 192, the discrepancy in AP is about 0.2.
Taking the model of HRNet-W32 for example, we carry out
a detailed study into the discrepancy and find the reason may
be as follows. Table XII gives the AP obtained without using
the OKS-net predicting scores on six OKS thresholds on both
input sizes. We can see the improvement made by enlarging the
input size is mainly on the OKS thresholds bigger than 0.75.
Thus on every OKS threshold bigger than 0.75, comparing
to the small input size, there are more detections meeting the
threshold on the large input size. Using the OKS-net predicting
scores, the improvement obtained on both input sizes is
presented in Table XIII. As can be seen, the improvement
made by re-scoring on both input sizes is also made mainly on
the OKS thresholds bigger than 0.75. Combining the analysis
given in Section IV-D, it is convenient to conclude that for the
detections with OKS bigger than 0.75 but getting low score,
OKS-net corrects their scores and improves the AP. And the
number of these wrongly scored detections will not be changed
by enlarging the input size from 256×192 to 384×288, since
as exhibited in Table XII enlarging the input size just makes
the localization of already good detections (OKS ≥ .75) more
precise. However, the number of the detections meeting the
OKS thresholds bigger than 0.75 is increased on the large
input size. Hence according to the evaluation metric of AP, the
improvement made using the OKS-net predicting scores will
be a little smaller on the input size 384×288 than 256×192.

C. The Upper Bound Performance of OKS-net

Using the ground truth bounding boxes, we are able to
calculate the ground truth OKS of each pose detection. Then,
the upper bound AP can be got by replacing the OKS-net
predictions with the ground truth OKS. Table XIV gives the
results. We make the comparison both based on a strong
model, HRNet-W48 under the input size 384 × 288, and a

TABLE XIII
THE IMPROVEMENT OBTAINED ON APS BY USING THE OKS-NET

PREDICTING SCORES ON BOTH THE LARGE INPUT SIZE 384× 288 AND
THE SMALL INPUT SIZE 256× 192.

Input size AP50 AP60 AP70 AP75 AP85 AP95

256× 192 0.2 0.2 0.3 1.3 1.6 2.4

384× 288 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 2.6 1.5

TABLE XIV
COMPARISON OF AP EVALUATION RESULTS USING OKS-NET

PREDICTIONS AND THE GROUND TRUTH OKS AS POSE SCORE.

Method Input size Pose score AP

SimpleBaseline ResNet-50 256× 192

Heatmap Post 72.4

OKS-net prediction 73.4

Ground truth OKS 75.3

HRNet-W48 384× 288

Heatmap Post 78.1

OKS-net prediction 78.6

Ground truth OKS 80.4

relatively weaker model, SimpleBaseline under the backbone
ResNet-50 and the input size 256× 192. Regardless of which
model is used, OKS-net reduces the performance gap between
the score obtained by heatmap post-processing and the ground
truth OKS. Nonetheless, the predictions of OKS-net still have
room to be improved, which are 1.9% AP and 1.8% AP for
the weak and strong model respectively.

D. Failure Case Analysis

We investigate how the wrong predictions are made by
OKS-net in this section. Fig. 15 presents some typical failure
cases. The first two lines exhibit some examples that get high
OKS predictions, but the ground truth OKS is actually very
low. We can see that inversion (confusing between semanti-
cally similar parts belonging to the same person) and swap
(confusion between semantically similar parts of different
persons) are the main causes of this kind of error. It is hard
for OKS-net to produce correct predictions when the model
confuses the left and right parts of the body or targets on a
wrong person (see the appendix for the cause of this error).
Since there are quite a lot of inversion and swap errors as
shown in Fig. 10(a), this explains why the OKS-net predicting
scores produce more detections with high score and low OKS
than the optimal scores, which is presented in the scoring
errors analysis of Fig. 11. There are also some cases that are
given low OKS predictions, but the ground truth OKS is high,
as shown in the last line of Fig. 15. This mainly happens on
input images with low quality. The model may not feel very
confident with its estimation, however, the chosen location of
keypoint is somehow close to the ground truth. These mistakes
are fairly inevitable in complex situations, e.g. crowded with
people, few visible keypoints or images of low quality.
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GT-OKS: 0.14

OKS-net: 0.95

GT-OKS: 0.10

OKS-net: 0.92

GT-OKS: 0.10

OKS-net: 0.94

GT-OKS: 0.10

OKS-net: 0.90

GT-OKS: 0.92

OKS-net: 0.56

GT-OKS: 0.94

OKS-net: 0.63

Fig. 15. Examples of failure predictions by OKS-net. In the figure, different
colors represent different body parts. The first two lines show cases that get
wrong predictions because of targeting on a wrong person (see the appendix
for the cause of this error) or inverting the left and right body parts. The last
line gives examples that obtain high OKS, however, OKS-net produces low
scores because the image quality is poor. The ground truth poses are presented
in the second line and the right part of the third line.

E. Model Size

The model size of OKS-net is fixed regardless of the
backbone. It contains 2.7M and 4.7M parameters respectively
under the input size 256× 192 and 384× 288. The increased
GFLOPs of using OKS-net is 0.1 or 0.2 depending on the
input size. Comparing to the model size and GFLOPs of the
backbone, for example HRNet-W48 contains 63.6M parame-
ters and has 32.9 GFLOPs under the input size 384 × 288,
the burden of using OKS-net for learning pose quality is very
limited.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigate how to make a pose estimation
network build direct awareness of its detection quality. Our
answer is to learn the quality from pose features in an end-to-
end way, and a novel network block termed OKS-net is pro-
posed, which regresses the object keypoint similarity between
detections and their corresponding ground truth keypoints.
Integrating OKS-net into the existing pose estimation models
gains two real advantages: (i) the obtained quality score
directly reflects the localization accuracy of estimated poses,
making selecting usable poses simple; and (ii) Noticeable gain

Fig. 16. Wrong annotations in the COCO dataset. In each figure, we show
the annotations containing bounding box, mask, and pose. As can be seen,
the pose of these two samples is wrongly annotated onto another person.

can be achieved by using the predictions of OKS-net as pose
score during COCO AP evaluation. The effectiveness of OKS-
net is demonstrated through extensive experimental results. We
hope our work can facilitate the application of human pose
estimation in high-level computer vision tasks and help future
research.

APPENDIX A
CAUSE OF HUMAN POSE DETECTIONS OCCURRING ON

THE WRONG PERSON

In Fig. 15 the first two samples show pose estimation results
occurring on the wrong person. For example, in the first
sample the ground-truth pose is on the women, but the pose
detection result is on the man. The pose estimation method
used is HRNet-W32 [9], all samples in Fig. 15 are from
COCO 2017 validation set, and the ground truth bounding
boxes are utilized. Thus there may be confusion how this error
can happen. We have carefully checked the detection results
and the ground truth poses of these two samples. We find that
actually the error is not made by the pose estimation model,
and the annotations of the samples are wrong. For the first
sample, the bounding box and mask are all annotated on the
man, however, the pose is annotated on the women. The same
annotation error happens on the second sample. Since COCO
is a very large dataset, some of such wrong annotations are
inevitable. The annotations of these two samples given in the
COCO dataset are shown in Fig. 16.
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